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       PA Pro™   

This portable, battery-
powered voice support works 
in a variety of settings for up 
to 150 people – conferences 
and meetings, lecture halls, 
field trips, tour groups and 
any indoor/outdoor venue. 
The beltpack transmitter has 
a 100’ transmission range 
to the PA and stores inside 
the amplifier along with 
its dedicated lapel mic to 
keep components safe and 
organized. There is a choice 
of two VHF frequencies. 
We offer other PA Pro 
packages, accessories, 
and handheld mics. 

PA10A 206.950 MHz 
frequency $382
PA10B 210.800 MHz 
frequency $382

Wired 
Microphones

Handheld 
Uni-directional Mics   
This highly sensitive handheld microphone 
provides superior sound quality with its 
professional grade XLR plug, which makes 
it perfect for student, teacher, or parent 
presentations. These mics give all your 
presenters or performers the 
confidence they need.

PADM-510 (1/4” plug) $68.50
PADM-515 (XLR plug) $67

PADM-510
shown

Q319

Learn more about 
wireless mics

Wireless UHF 
Microphones
Califone wireless mics are compatible with 
our UHF PAs (PA919SD, PA919, PA919-PS, PA419, 
PA319). Choose from a handheld mic or the 
beltpack transmitter to use with any of our five 
hands-free mics.

The upgraded beltpack transmitter features two 
power levels – one for transmitting audio up to 
50’ within smaller enclosed rooms and a higher 
power level for transmitting from 50’ to 150’. 
The lower power frequency will help prevent 
interference if there are neighboring wireless 
PA systems being used nearby. 

 Q319 Dynamic Handheld Wireless Mic $187         
 M319 Beltpack Transmitter $187

The Beltpack 
Transmitter
works with all 5 
hands-free mics
shown below

or

or

or

or

Over Ear 
Microphone 
OE319 $27

Headset 
Microphone   
HBM319 $40

Electret Lapel 
Microphone  
LM319 $40

Neck 
Microphone  
NM319 $54

Flexible Collar 
Microphone   
CM319 $40

M319

M319 & Q319 work with 
PA919SD PA919
PA919PS PA419
PA319  

Learn more 
about the 

PA Pro


